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Introduction

• Physics analysis in JUNO is a challenge.
• PB-scale data every year.

• Time correlated events.

• Two steps in analysis procedures (general analysis model)
• Using framework to process data containing Event Data Model.

• Using standalone program to process user data, fit data,  produce 
plots. 

• For physics users, the second step is quite important. Need 
the ability to analyze data interactively.
• Easy to access or get data.

• Fitting data and tuning parameters.

• Visualization, or interactive detector simulation.
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Challenges in interactive analysis

• Computing powers.
• The current computing mode is that users develop in login node, 

and submit jobs to computing nodes.

• The ability to do interactive analysis in login node is limited.

• Not possible to use multiple nodes to accelerate data processing in 
interactive analysis.

• Not easy to download the event data to local, run software locally.

• Software functionalities.
• Not easy to access existing services in framework.

• New analysis technologies.
• Machine learning and deep learning are popular.

• Different software stacks. Such as CUDA, Python+TensorFlow.

• How to help users?
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“Analysis as a Service” 

• To improve the abilities, “Analysis as a Service” is proposed 
by several communities. Such as 
• Jupyter and JupyterHub.

• CERN’s SWAN (Service for Web based ANalysis)

• Adopt a cloud-based solution for JUNO analysis:
• Elastic computing power and storage. 

• Flexible software configuration.

• Integration with framework, new technologies.

• Thin client. Just a web browser.

• Wise: Web-based interactive analysis environment
• Simplify the analysis within this environment.

• Not start from scratch, but based on existing Jupyter, SWAN and so 
on.
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Designs

Need to consider: 

• Web-based software and data

• Resource allocation and management

• Interactive analysis framework

• Monitoring and validation utilities

Web User Interface

Interactive Analysis 
Framework

Utilities

Software 
Environment

Data 
access

Resource 
allocation

Facilities

Core software

User interface

Based on following:

 Jupyter: UI and kernel

 SWAN: Architecture.

ROOT6: Libraries.

 SNiPER: Framework
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Jupyter
Project Jupyter exists to develop open-source software, open-
standards, and services for interactive computing across 
dozens of programming languages.

https://jupyter.org/
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Jupyter notebook interface

• Web-based.

• It combines code, text, figures in the same document.
• Multiple programming language

• Markdown support.

• Big data integration

• Widely used in 
• Python community

• Data analysis

• Machine learning
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Jupyter notebook
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Jupyter notebook
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nbview: online viewer
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SWAN
SWAN (Service for Web based ANalysis) is a platform to 
perform interactive data analysis in the cloud.

https://swan.web.cern.ch/
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SWAN#

• A platform to perform interactive data analysis in the cloud.

• Analyze data without the need to install any software

• Jupyter notebook interface as well as shell access from the 
browser

• Use CERNBox as your home directory and synchronize your 
local user storage with the cloud

• Access experiments' and user data in the CERN cloud

• Share your work with your colleagues thanks to CERNBox

• Document and preserve science - create catalogues of 
analyses: encourage reproducible studies and learning by 
example
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Examples
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demo: choose container 
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demo: file explorer
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demo: jupyter notebook
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demo: ROOT
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demo: interactive
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demo: save results
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Demo: result in CERNBox
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Architecture of SWAN
Authentication and security

Web portal

Virtualized infrastructure

Containers

Software distribution

Analysis software

Storage

Asynchronous data processing
• Spark
• HTCondor

Note: only available for CERN.
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Summaries and Plans

• We propose a new project called Wise. It is “Analysis as a 
Service” for JUNO.
• Based on Jupyter and SWAN.

• Extend the software functionalities, such as SNiPER framework 
support.

• A preliminary design
• User interface is based on web.

• A core software layer is used to integrate Jupyter and SNiPER.

• Underlying layer to supply software distribution, data access, 
computing resource allocation and so on.

• Plans
• Setup a prototype before December in 2018.
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